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-GRL is updated with UT4
-UT4 installed to vmetrg18.
reconnect optical cables from UT3 GRL.

-named “grl2” on btrgsrv0 temporary

-UT3 GRL is still kept in Ehut.

-Now default module to take cosmic is UT4.

GRL UT4
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UT4 GRL: channel configulation
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-All cables were replaced from UT3 GRL to UT4 GRL
-LEMO, RJ45, OPT, Jtag, LVDS (A and B only)
-no change of optical speed for now (can be speed up)
-GTY: 127MHz, GTH: 254MHz reference clock

GTY GTH

GTY0 2D GTH0 TOP1

GTY1 3D GTH1 TOP2

GTY2 NN GTH2 TSF0

GTY3 ETM GTH3 TSF2

GTY4 KLM GTH4 TSF4

GTY5 GDL GTH5 TSF1

GTY6 -- GTH6 TSF3

GTY7 -- GTH7 B2L



UT4 GRL  logic change
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-No core logic is changed
-To avoid compile error, one of short track source code is modified
-trigger rate counter is added on VME to monitor all output bit rate

-TOP module and interface modules of VME, OPT, B2L are modified
with library

-The latest code is on svn:
UT4/FPGA/GRL/GRL_v1.0

-TOPTRG interface will be modified after UT4 toptrg be ready.



Output rate check
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-All input bit rates from GRL are checked on GDL between UT3 GRL 
and UT4 GRL with cosmic, except for 
-bits on LVDS_C
-TOP and KLM related bits (HV OFF)
-low rate bits with cosmic

-Rates are consistent between UT3 and UT4.

UT4 GRL UT3 GRL

Hz -rate of GDL input bits



DQM
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-After a few bug fixes, B2L works with UT4 GRL
-GTH, 254MHz reference clock

-Plots on DQM are consistent with UT3 GRL.
->Latency will be checked more carefully. 
->Offline analysis will be performed.



7new bit map GRL->GDL with LVDS
-Because the number of LVDS port is 2(4) with UT4(UT3), need to reduce

the number of bits. Now keep old bitmap without LVDS_C.

-New bit map: https://confluence.desy.de/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=75106458



resource usage
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-with B2L
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-Remained commissioning items of UT4 GRL
-KLMTRG
-TOPTRG
-GRL->UT4GDL with new bit map
-low rate bits with cosmic

-design, implementation, comissioning of NN logic on GRL 

GRL UT4: plan in LS1
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Summary
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-GRL is replaced from UT3 to UT4. Basic functionalities are tested.

-Plan to keep UT4, until no problem found.
UT3 GRL is still in the same VME crate and can be backed anytime.

-Tasks:
-KLMTRG
-TOPTRG
-GRL->UT4GDL with new bit map
-low rate bits with cosmic

-design, implementation, commissioning of NN logic on GRL 



Backup
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-Because the number of LVDS port is 2(4) with UT4(UT3), need to reduce

the number of bits

-Original bit map: https://confluence.desy.de/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=75106458
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Rate check
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UT4 GRL UT3 GRL
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